IBM Services
2018 Summer Consulting Immersion Weekend – Cognitive, Analytics and Technical Consultants

Are you a college rising senior with a graduation date in late 2018 or 2019 interested in learning more about IBM and a career in consulting?

IBM Global Business Services (GBS) is looking for passionate, hardworking individuals interested in a career in the consulting field who are planning to live and work in the following markets during summer 2018 for application to our exclusive Consulting by Degrees Summer Consulting Immersion Weekend:
Atlanta, GA
Philadelphia, PA

This special weekend long event will include a networking welcome reception and dinner, day long sessions about IBM and Global Business Services including:
- Introduction to Consulting Careers
- Consulting by Degrees Program Overview
- GBS Business Sectors and Industries Overviews
- Agile and Design Thinking Workshops
- Business Case Competition

AND… most importantly the ability to participate in interviews for a full-time position in the Consulting by Degrees program!

Oh, and we cannot forget to mention there will be a lot of fun opportunities for you to meet and network with GBS practitioners along the way! Top candidates come away from the weekend with an employment offer in hand for 2019.

Interested candidates should apply via our post on campus with career services and also submit their official application @ ibm.com/careers to job ID: 125888BR Selected candidates will First Round Interview in mid-March 2018. An invitation to this exclusive event will be extended mid-May with RSVPs for attendance due by end of May.

The Consulting by Degrees Summer Consulting Immersion Weekend will be held the weekend of July 20, 2018 – July 22, 2018 and more information on schedule of events for the weekend will be released during our virtual information sessions and interviews. Selected invitees will be required to attend all sessions for the weekend. We are not able to accommodate partial participation. All required travel and accommodations will be managed by IBM if selected to participate in this invitation only exclusive event.

The Consulting by Degrees program is our world-class leadership development program designed to groom top talent entry-level consultants into tomorrow's leaders. Become a Consultant in Consulting by Degrees and become part of something special:
- An elite leadership development program; unmatched in the marketplace
- Be part of a unique and specialized community connected locally with your peers and managers
- Foster your collaboration and teaming skills with globally accessible teams
- Develop a specialized skillset through experiential learning and a tailored education path
- Experience a variety of role(s) and projects, as well as peer-led initiatives
- Benefit from customized career planning and mentoring

What do we look for in a successful IBM GBS Entry-level Cognitive, Analytics and Technical Consultants?
- A minimum GPA of 3.2 is a preferred qualification of this position
- Skilled in at least one computer programming language (e.g., Java, C++, Python, JavaScript, Node)
- Exposure to and/or understanding of Bluemix, Watson APIs, ILOG, CPLEX, SPSS, SAS, R, Hadoop, Scala, SQL, HTML, VBA, Spark, TensorFlow, Watson Analytics, Tableau, and/or D3 Data Driven Documents.
- Experience and/or course work in front-end web development and mobile technologies, systems design/development, and information technology course work
- Interest in Artificial Intelligence or Machine Learning solutions
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- Ability to analyze business issues, synthesize business requirements, and drive outcome-based solutions to complex client challenges
- Demonstrated leadership experience and ability to adapt, with willingness to readily take ownership of tasks and problems, which often extend beyond initial scope of responsibility
- Thorough and analytical, with capability to apply logic to solve problems
- Ability to handle multiple tasks concurrently and meet deadlines, while maintaining focus in an environment with conflicting demands.
- Drive to overcome the most challenging or difficult obstacles and look for ways to improve results
- Initiative to actively seek new knowledge and improve skills
- Strong interpersonal skills with ability to collaborate and work effectively with individuals, strengthening relationships to achieve win-win solutions
- A passion for innovative ideas, coupled with the ability to understand and assimilate different points of view

Required majors include: Applied Mathematics, Business Intelligence, Computer Science, Data Science, Data Analytics, Decision Science, Operations Research, Statistics, Informatics, Cognitive Science, Neuroscience, Artificial Intelligence, Electrical Engineering, CIS, or Computer Engineering majors

Learn about GBS Consulting by Degrees – our world-class leadership and development for entry-level consultants:
ibm.com/start/consulting/CbD ; Learn about IBM GBS consulting: ibm.com/gbs

Want to connect with IBM Global Business Services? Please “LIKE” or Follow GBS Careers now!

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/IBM.GBSCareers
Twitter: @IBM_GBSCareers

IBM's Employment Policy:
IBM is committed to creating a diverse environment and is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, national origin, genetics, disability, age, or veteran status. However, applicant eligibility for employment-authorized immigration status, temporary or permanent, will be considered. Any subsequent sponsorship for permanent residence is at the sole discretion of IBM management, and is based on job performance, contribution, and business requirements.